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Portrait of N. F. S. Grundtvig by Christian Albrecht Jensen, 1843.
Reproduced courtesy of the Hirschsprung Collection.

Who was Nicolaj Frederik Severin Grundtvig? How can we describe this very complex person—as an educator, poet, politician,
seer, bishop, theologian, philosopher, hymnwriter, or rebel? We can
acknowledge the interesting facts beginning with the alignment of the
dates of his life (1783–1872) with those of the Age of the Enlighten119
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ment, which might explain why he eventually came to deeply distrust
rationalism as the definition of truth. He is known as the father of folk
schools and even public education in Denmark. Extremely prolific, he
wrote or adapted fifteen hundred hymns. His multiplicity and depth
as a hymnwriter, poet, and thinker, along with his range of depth in
philosophical and theological insights while maintaining an active
personal, political, and community life, is truly amazing! He was
married three times and very involved in the lives of his six children.
These are interesting facts, but what was his true significance to Danish Americans? What has been his effect on Danish American culture?
Ever since 1992 when I heard Walter Capps, an ethics professor
from the University of California, Santa Barbara, speak on the “Future
of Grundtvigianism,” I have seen Grundtvig more as a path to a better
future than a beloved figure of the past. Very briefly, Capps described
the unique contribution of Grundtvig to be four intertwined principles:
1. Affirmation of life —Life is good! Humanity comes
first, then Christianity
2. Stay as close to nature as possible; we are part of
nature
3. Ordinary people are good and beautiful
(egalitarianism)
4. Lifelong learning and education
What is now obvious to me is that the holistic combination and intertwining of all four of these is what makes Grundtvig unique. Other
leaders have lifted up one or even more of these principles—but to
honor each and all of these principles in our individual and community lives is what makes the difference.
We can learn much about Grundtvig from his relationship to his
three wives. His first wife, Elisabeth Christina Margrethe Blicher (17871851), known as Lisa, supported him through the toughest years of
his life, giving him four children and forty years of loyalty. It seemed
scandalous to many of his followers when Grundtvig married his second wife, Marie Toft (1813-54), a wealthy widow thirty years younger
than he, within a year of Lisa’s death, but his relationship with Marie
120
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was one of spiritual and intellectual equality. He wrote beautiful poetry to Marie, but their marriage lasted only three years. Marie died
shortly after giving birth to their son Frederik Lange Grundtvig (18541903), who grew up to be very important to the Grundtvigian heritage
in the United States. After Marie’s death, Grundtvig married Asta Tugendreich Adelheid Reedtz (1826-90), a baroness forty years his junior
who considered Grundtvig one of Denmark’s greatest assets. At age
seventy-six Grundtvig fathered his sixth child and named her Asta
Marie Elisabeth, after all three of his wives.
Grundtvig and Marie’s son, Frederik, an ornithologist as well as a
clergyman, served as a pastor in Clinton, Iowa. He came to America in
1881 at age twenty-seven and stayed for nineteen years, returning to
Denmark in 1900. His most important contribution is the Sangbog for
det danske Folk i Amerika (Songbook for the Danish people in America),
of which there are seven editions. Frederik Lange Grundtvig edited
the first two editions. He became very involved in the church controversy which split the Danish Lutheran Church in 1893 into two factions—the “Happy” and the “Holy” Danes —over the interpretation
of scripture and possibility of conversion after death. The Grundtvigian-oriented Danish Young People’s Society sparked deep controversy over the relationship of fellowship to faith.
Grundtvigian folk schools came to the United States between 1870
and 1900, an era when 120,000 Danes came to the United States. Several folk schools were established, including the well-known schools
in Solvang, California; Nysted, Nebraska; Ashland, Michigan; Elk
Horn, Iowa; and Tyler, Minnesota—where Danebod Folk School was
established in 1888. The first building at Danebod burned, and the
present building was built in 1917; it is the only original residential
folk school building remaining in the United States. Folk schools are
not essentially religious organizations; they are about learning to live,
realizing what life is about, and finding joy and happiness through
dancing, singing, and gymnastics; and reading, listening and discussing history, literature, and mythology. Folk schools have to do with
recognizing that every person has value and becoming aware of how
an individual can realize his or her individual gifts. It is also being
part of a community, taking part in democracy and society with a firm
belief in the common person and the beginning of lifelong learning.
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The Danebod Folk High School Building in Tyler, Minnesota.
Photo courtesy of Julie Allen.

Grundtvig inspired many other Danish immigrants to preserve
Danish culture and religion in the US. One of the most effective of
these was S. D. Rodholm, who came to the United States in 1892 at
age fifteen.

S. D. Rodholm with his family in Fredsville, Iowa in 1905.
Photo courtesy of Joy Ibsen.
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Rodholm translated many Danish hymns and folk songs from Frederik Lange Grundtvig’s songbook. He, like many other Danes, had
a wide range of talents—he was a poet, painter, translator, teacher,
preacher, the first graduate of Grand View seminary (now part of
Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago), and president of Grand
View College (now University) which was founded by Grundtvigians
in 1896. There are now over two thousand students at Grand View;
sixteen hundred are full-time students. In 1994 there was a Rodholm
reunion at Grand View in Des Moines. The reunion photo illustrates
how Danes in America have become more diverse; members of the
Rodholm family now represent various races and ethnic backgrounds.

Today, in the twenty-first century, the Grundtvigian spirit of the
folk schools thrives in family camps at Yorba Linda, California; at
West Denmark, Wisconsin; and Danebod in Tyler, Minnesota, which
has three family camps as well as one folk meeting for older adults.
With record attendance, people keep coming to dance, sing, learn
from lectures and discussions, tell stories, eat good Danish food, and
engage in crafts.
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Another Grundtvigian folk school has also had a tremendous impact on US culture: Highlander Folk School. Myles Horton (1905–90),
born in West Tennessee, was not an American Dane. He wanted to establish a school for mountain people and after going to Denmark and
learning about folk schools, he cofounded Highlander Folk School.
Horton has been called the “Father of the Civil Rights Movement”
because he taught and heavily influenced most of the era’s leaders, including Martin Luther King Jr, Rosa Parks (who studied with Horton
shortly before her decision to keep her seat on the Montgomery, Alabama bus in 1955), John Lewis, and James Bevel. The old Baptist hymn
“We shall Overcome” was adapted by Myles’s wife, Zilphia Horton,
and Pete Seeger, who was a folk school student. Activists added new
verses, including “We are not afraid.” The hymn became the civil
rights anthem. How did Myles Horton find out about the power of
folk schools? As a student at University of Chicago, Myles and a date
went to a folk dance in a Chicago Danish church, where he met Aage
Moller and Enok Mortensen, who encouraged him to go to Denmark
and learn about Grundtvig and folk schools. He went to Denmark in
1931 and came back to establish Highlander Folk School in Tennessee,
where he also launched several citizenship schools (which were considered communistic because they were integrated--against Tennessee law). The citizenship schools became so large they were spun off
to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee; one hundred thousand people are
believed to have benefited from the citizenship schools. Before leaving office, President Barack Obama spoke at a Nordic dinner at the
White House about the importance of N. F. S. Grundtvig and said, “I
might not be here if it were not for the efforts of those who attended
Highlander.”
One more aspect of Grundtvig’s influence, with worldwide significance, can be referred to as “Grundtvig at Harvard.” In 2012 a conference on “Grundtvig and Nation Building” was held at the Harvard
Center for European Studies. Scholars have studied failed nations.
Now they are looking at what is needed to build successful nations.
While economy and security are high on the list, a successful nation
must have much of what Denmark has built as a country, primarily
because of Grundtvigian priorities—the health and happiness of an
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educated and civically egalitarian, involved public. While the name
N. F. S. Grundtvig is not well-known in the United States, the influence of Grundtvig in America should not be underestimated.

Endnotes
* At the DAHS Conference on Danish-American fusion in October, 2017,
Joy Ibsen presented on N. F. S. Grundtvig along with Edward and Hanna
Broadbridge. Hanna began the presentation with comments on Grundtvig’s
early and foundational influence in Denmark; Edward followed with a
discussion of Grundtvig’s influence on the fusion of the sacred and secular
in Denmark and its past, present, and future relevance, and Joy concentrated
on Grundtvig’s influence in America. This article represents Joy’s individual
portion of the presentation.
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